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body as the hand should be one of the outward and visible
signs of the indwelling soul is a very reasonable sup
position ; but in what way that soul i.s thus represented is
not as yet clear, and books on palmistry throw comparatively
little light on the matter. Cheiro’s book is good as far
as it goes.

NOTES BY THE WAY.

*>

l

In another column of “ Light ” will be found a portion
With that thoroughness which characterises the American of an article on psychometry taken from the Theosophist.
people, congresses of all kinds are to be held during the That the things are as the writer states there can be
World’s Fair at Chicago, in the present year. Of the no question, though some people are vastly more sus
Psychical Science Congress we have spoken more than ceptible to the auric influence than others. “ I do not
once: now we refer more particularly to what may be like thee, Dr. Fell, the reason why I cannot tell,” is only
called the Religious Science Congress. Of this the “ Religio- the common-place expression of a subtle spiritual principle.
Philosophical Journal,” for March 18th, says :—
But Mr. Old might have gone farther. There are cases in
Next September will be held in this city the “parliament of which the presence of a certain person in the vicinity of
religion,” a great international religious council the object of another so prostrates that other that illness almost imme
which will be to compare and discuss the differing views of diately ensues. The aura of some persons acts as a positive
distinguished representations of all the great religious faiths of poison just as that of others is full of beneficent power.
the world. The sole pre-requisite is a belief in the existence of a There is, too, anothei’ point of interest in connection with
Supreme Being, whether his especial apostle be called Gautama,
this subject. When one person comes near another who is
Mohammed, Moses, or Christ. Favourable replies to the invita
tions sent out have been received from all quarters of the globe, in a worse state of health, or may be, to use a common
and eminent teachers of Moslemism, Confucianism, Zoroastrian expression, in “ lower spirits ” than the first, there is a
ism and Buddhism, as well as celebrated Catholic prelates and corresponding loss of something on the part of the first
Protestant and Jewish divines will take part in the proceedings. person which is at times called “vitality.” This we presume
The subjects to be treated include such topics as “ Origin and Mr. Old would explain by saying that the auric vibrations
Universality of Belief in God
“ Man, his Nature, his Dignity, of the first person have lost energy in lengthening or shorten
his Imperfection, his Place in Nature”; “Essential Expression of ing, as the case may be, the auric vibrations of the second,
the Relation Between God and Man ”; “ Systems of Religion
and we should not like to say Mr. Old would be wrong.
“Sacred Books of the World”; “Religion and the Family”;
“The Religious Leaders of Mankind”; “Religion and Social Where the human personality ends is not quite so simple
Problems”; “The Present Religious Condition of Christendom”; a thing as it was once thought to be.
“The Religious Union of the Whole Human Family”;
“Elements of Perfect Religion as Recognised and Set Forth in
In a letter from a correspondent we find the phrase
the Different Historic Faiths.” The coming parliament should “Spiritualism of a very high order.” There does seem
tend to break down the barriers that have hitherto separated
some objection to this expression, though it is frequently
the great divisions of the human family which hold in common
the fatherhood of God and tho brotherhood of man. Whatever used. Spiritualism, that is, the science which treats of the
else may be the result of the.projected gathering, it is likely to existence of intelligences outside and independent of us,
can in itself be neither high nor low; its effect on its
quicken the spirit of toleration and remove mutual prejudices.
We hope the anticipations of the “ Religio-Philosophical votaries may differ enormously, but that is not a difference
Journal ” will be fulfilled, and that the sometimes fatal in Spiritualism but in spirituality, which is not the same
result of further estrangement may not be the outcome of thing. Spiritualism may debase or it may ennoble, but it
is still Spiritualism. There may be high developments, or
this as of other great councils.
low developments, but the developments are still those of
“Cheiro” sends a small manual of “palmistry.” It Spiritualism. In fact it is quite possible to discuss the
seems hardly possible that palmistry should have been finer philosophy of Spiritualism and yet make no spiritual
practised for so many generations, especially by the gypsies, progress. In such case there would be what is called a “ high
without there being “ something in it.” At the same time order of Spiritualism ” side by side with a low spirituality.

we seem to be a long way off knowing what that “some
thing” is. If this small guide-book of Cheiro’s be used it is
possible that the result obtained may be very different
from what would be got if some other system—say that of
Desbarolles—had been used. What is wanted in palmistry,
as it used to be in Spiritualism and in all such studies, is
that a series of careful observations should be made and
the results of these observations collected and oollated until
Nome sort of law is evolved ; then we may be able to get at
the philosophy of the thing. At present we are certainly
very much in the dark. That so sensitive a portion of the

We print elsewhere a letter from Mr. Tindall, who
claims even greater gifts than Mr. Stead. Such gifts as
those asserted to be his by Mr. Tindall are so striking that
we hope he will do what Mr. Stead has done, give exact
chapter and verse, and dates, for every assertion he makes,
and submit these asserted facts to the consideration of a
| competent authority. Without that such assertions are a
long way worse than useless—they are actively pernicious.
But Mr. Tindall is doubtless willing to submit to such an
examination,
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Rev. J. Race Hom.—We shall commence tho publica'i'111'
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Hopps, entitled "Death a Delusion, or Some Personal »•*’
periences on the Borderland between Sense and Soul.”
Mental Harmony Class.— Mr. Edward Maitland
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tilled with the power of a divine life : he who gives up
all again in God.—Pkofkssok Cairns.
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THE PHENOMENA AND PHILOSOPHY OF
SPIRITUALISM.
The following excellent article appears in “ the Har
binger of Light:—
Though Spiritualism is undoubtedly progressing, especially
in continental nations, tho growth is principally from tho intel
lectual and philosophical side; there has been no extension of
phenomena, either in kind or quantity, and though sonio start
ling manifestations have been produced in Italy which have had
the effect of arresting the attention of several scientific men,
there has beon in other directions a decidod diminution of phy
sical phenomena which were prevalent a few years since. This
is doubtless duo to the more general acceptance of such pheno
mena as a fact, by which the necessity for its demonstration is
removed; and the question which now concerns men’s minds is
its origin. Most of tho phenomena manifest intelligence, and in
cases of writing or trance-speaking, or any species of telegraphy,
the intelligence uniformly claims to be a disembodied human
spirit. This is usually convincing to the medium and to those
who accept the teaching intuitionally, but to those who approach
the matter from an intellectual plane something more is needed;
the theory of an exalted condition of the medium’s mind, or of
the absorption and reflection of the thoughts and ideas of mem
bets of tho circle, holds good up to a certain point, and proof
of a discrete intelligence is reasonably demanded ; though this
does not necessarily imply that the professed spirit should give
its name and prove its identity. The display of high intelligence
and exhibition of knowledge, manifestly outside the powers of
the medium and sitters, as in the case of the automatic writings
received by Mrs. B. F. Underwood, is good evidence that the com
municating intelligence is what it professes to be, especially when
it is remembered that the case is not an isolated one, and that
the investigator, meeting with such an experience, can find solid
testimony of similar results with very little searching. Unfor
tunately at this point, with many investigators faith takes the
place of reason, and instead of analysing tho communications on
their merits, the name of the communicating intelligence is
demanded. If some prominent name is given, the matter then
is branded first-class and passed on, not on its inherent merits,
but on blindly accepted authority ; and herein lies one of tho
greatest weaknesses of Spiritualism, which does more to impede
and dishearten intelligent inquirers than any one thing.
We are advised by letter, and orally, of communications
being received in this and the neighbouring colonies from
Eusebius, Plato, Socrates, Moses, Daniel, and Jesus Christ ;
but we have rarely seen or heard anything equal to what in our
judgment might be reasonably expected from such exalted
individuals. It is not unreasonable to believe that all these
and many more equally prominent teachers do take an interest
in the progress of humanity, and influence more or less directly
susceptible individuals, but it is unreasonable to imagine that
these exalted minds should attach themselves to persons of
mediocre development, and speak or write through them matter
certainly inferior to that emanating from the advanced minds
of the present day, and generally deficient in elevating impulse.
The value of a communication is in its inherent truth ; if it
contains illuminations either in fact or idea, no name either
great or small can add to or detract from its value. Even when
in the estimation of the recipients the quality of the matter is
equal to the name, it is wiser to present it on its merits and
wait till these are acknowledged, beforo the name is divulged.
When we were told by a correspondent at Broken Hill, during
the period of the strike, that Phidias, the Greek sculptor, with
several of his relatives, accompanied by the Prophet Ezekiel,
was communicating at some newly formed circles there, though
we did not doubt, the sincerity of our correspondent, the in
herent improbability of the spirits referred to selecting such a
time, place, and persons, made it impossible for us to accept
the alleged fact : whilst the simple statement contained in the
letter that the communications were beyond the capacity of the
medium's normal powers, also some physical phenomena,
described as occurring, would have been quite credible
'inaccompanied by the great names. If we, with a know
ledge that spirits do communicate, find it impossible to
’ccept the statement as to identity, how ridiculous such
•tatenients must appear to one who is not yet convinced that
’piritual communication is a fact, especially when, as in so many
'MUnces is the case, the matter will not bear fair analysis,
•hr experience goes to show that when great minds in the spirit
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world do communicate with mortals, it is—with very rare excep
tions—mediately. Spirits occupying a plane midway between
them and humanity act as their agents, and modify their teach
ings to meet the comprehension of earth’s children.
How unreasonable it is to assume that great minds who, when
in tho l>ody,towerod above the mass of mankind, should, after
two thousand years of development in the spirit-world, come
back in proprid persona to teach an A B C class, to which an
ordinary circle may bo likoned. As well might the most eminent
professor in our universities take charge of the rudimentary
class in a State school: his talents would be wasted. There are
millions of spirits occupying planes above that represented by
tho average investigator of circles who are ever ready to respond
to any earnest call, and, where the essential conditions exist, are
quite capable of imparting all the truth the investigator can
assimilate.

THE PSYCHOMETRY OF DAILY LIFE.
The “ Theosophist ” for March has a further and last
instalment of Mr. Old’s excellent papers on Psychometry
There are certain portions of this last paper on psychometry
in its relations to daily life which are admirable. We
gladly make some extracts, together with Mr. Old’s explana
tion from the occultist point of view:—
As I have already said, the frequency of psychometric im
pressions is not so much a cause of wonderment to the student of
nature as the fact that they are not of more general observation
than we find them to be. It may be, however, that general
attention has not been sufficiently called to the facts which
enter by means of the psychic sense into our daily life. They
may be known to occur, but the connection between them and
the workings of a hidden principle of our nature remains
unnoticed. Take some of our common experiences by way of
illustration. A person is walking along the streets and, by
some mysterious twist in the direction of his thoughts, the
memory of some acquaintance steals unobserved upon the hori
zon of the mind, growing in intensity until it usurps the entire
field of mental perception. A turn in the street brings our
subject face to face with the object of his thoughts. Or, again,
and by a similar involuntary process, an absent person becomes
the subject of conversation ; and that person shortly makes
himself visible, and is generally greeted with the familiar recog
nition, “Talk of angels,” &c. Then, too, we have the curious,
but well-known, effects of transmission of thought and feeling
by the overlapping of the physical auras, as is the case when
persons sit or stand near to one another. One may be men
tally following a certain train of events, or rehearsing some
familiar tune, and the other, as if by infection, makes comments
in a spontaneous manner upon one or more of the events in
review, or may catch up the refrain of a song or a passage in the
tune which is being silently rehearsed. The same remark
upon a certain subject or thing may find voice simultaneously
with both. These effects may bo reproduced at will by merely
walking in the wake of a person with the mind as nearly a blank
as possible ; or by sitting or standing in a place immediately it
is vacated by any one. But this is a process of mental pick
pocketing not to be encouraged ; and save as an experiment
between friends it would be immoral and reprehensible. The
common occurrence of letters crossing one another from persons
whose correspondence has for some time ceased is another
fact illustrating the psychometry of daily life. Another
instance is that commonly known as “ Breaking a dream,” in
which the full memory of a dream of the past night is
suddenly awakened in us by the sight of some included incident
or person. To these we may add the thousand sympathies and
antipathies in regard to certain colours, metals, scents, and
sounds, by which almost all of us are in some degree pleased
or offended without adequate reason. But it may be objected
that these illustrations are only matters of coincidence. This is
true enough, but it is right for us to remember that co
incidences make a law, providing they are numerous enough ;
and the mere fact that they do not universally obtain proves
nothing but that the conditions for the working of the law are
not present. But here, as in all natural phenomena, the law is
best illustrated by abnormal cases, and to these recourse can
always be had.
What explanation have we of these phenomena ? What are
the conditions obtaining in the human constitution in cases
where.the normal range of .sense-perceptions is exceeded
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1 had a good deal of writing yesterday, and * V(T_
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4 vibration in the astral matter, and take care of it, and seems to fear that you may lose it if yz,
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A long communication from Imperator on mediumship, v«y
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unround* anti intcr-jienetratea every laxly, I
***[ otherwise, in different Mate. of activity, and this I solemn and very emphatic. He gets increasingly awe-inspirir^
» called the aura of a body Every planetary I and unearthly. He denounces as a pest that craving after
*ura. which consiau of the aggregate of auric mediumship, and fancying little indications of it. and vainb** 1 t,|.J,, innumerable molecules constituting*uch laxly. I glorious self-deception, which is. he says, a great hindrance p,
every Other planet, has such an astral aura-a I the cause, and a fruitful source of lying and fraud. He wasre^
5,'iC x****'^,, *nd «mi trans;wrent substance, which receives all I impressive.
<( !upt'n'. ^apcesxiou* that are constantly being exhaled from
January 8th, 1881.
which, in it* turn, has the jxiwer of reacting to |
I am sending “ Light ” to T. in hojie of interesting hia.
To perceive m oneself the auric influence which
y ^yvsnxtes from every object around us, either as a I think the general tone of the paper decidedly good, though h
' jiti'1'4*
* '^ra^i'10 our environment or a»a special perception is susceptible of improvement in general make-up and
,
attaching to some fiarticuhr objects, requires this Mr. Howitt’s stories of Scotch second sight are very gio£ t
the ’•jVjjtivity.flexibtlity.and general equilibrium of ternper- There is room for a good deal of collection of such. I hit,
six good instances of psychography, and have also sent st
** 4 , ,>rl, the power to sympathise must be strong with- I sent
’
”
Epitome
of Current Opinion ” from the American pip®.
^er.t
<caan forego our individual predilections sufficiently I
e. l*f' ^flings as they are in themselves. The psychumetry of * • Light ’’ will have material enough for a long time to come. I
pc-rcc’^ j^omes familiar to as in the working of the svul- liked Mr. Page Hopps’s paper. All he writes is cultured Stjja'-ar*’ ^tjjj^thy. Nature is nothing less than one vast intelligent, though I don’t agree with his views on Spirittmlisa.
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.bow the lugh-t oond.tions known to science.

*• tif the psychometric sense. Everything around us
of an artless sympathy, a selflessness which, in
u imitate® only in the best and noblest lives. The
m*n- ^Xfc xeu* brings man into direct relations with all
psyvbq.y mein* of it he enters into the consciousness of
« a* ,re^ “ zrtatet* expressions of the One Life.
««nc«* o1' ^'R3' c'f F*4®’ an4 star®
being hinder not
power t-? sympathise is strong and its motive pure.
*b^*eXleOt that a man fiossesses this power of feeling with
tu ,s^; extent he lives ; and to the degree that he is able
to the highest and best impulses of the best and
minis, to that degree he lives iraff. Indeed, the t«rfec“bility
Jbe human soul seems to rest upon the inherent
property to appreciate, and afterwards to imitate, all that is
most pare and noble in both the natural and ideal worlds.

In -fHcmoriani.
WILLIAM STAINTON MOSES.
ElTkA TS FXOX CoEEE-.POXt'E.VE WITH

Mes.

SlAXHOPE

Speee.

August, 1880.
I hare l>een occupying myself in writing the next number of
“■Sptr.tual N-x*«. I think I hare done the whole of it so far
*» the N'<te» go, and have also emtributed a review of Mr.
Mss*cy'e translation of Z-ollner. It is a very good book, and
useful u> put mto the hands of critical inquirers, just as Mr.
Crookes’s •’Rewardie* ’ is. There are vune very astounding
fact* recorded, mure wonderful than any absolutely vn record in
any
<J repute that I know of.

“ Impcraoa- ” ha* bwn writing about the general state of
matters, and the combined apathy- and licence which characterise
the age a* a trin*:-_ioti epoch. He also spoke of the impnaiMli’y of anything like united action in such an age.
I have been asking about the “ Teachings,’’ but get no very
direct reply. They will not take on themselves any reaponnhiirty «f advice as u> printing. They leave me to judge
of that, but they any that the firat part can be ready at any
time, a* they only need a final revise, which can be given easily.
The second fart will uk* longer. I should fancy that it would
be well to publish them in two farts, or, m least, to print a
port), -n first, and be guided by the sale as to printing any more
at present. I am very undecided as to what is best to be done,
but probably to publte’ii at Christmas would be best.

I have had very little writing. They say I am in no state a
warrant it. and that they cannot give a satisfactory message.«
one the accuracy of which they could guarantee in my press.:
state. I don’t much wonder, for I feel worn, and am good
nothing.
Bedford. September 23rd, 188L

The President [Garfield] is gone at last. Poor man, how it
suffered. I had a very curious spiritual experience in connect:’:;
with his death. I had gone to bed on the evening of the 1!<
full of expectation that he was near the end. and with my mini
a good deal occupied by the thought. On awaking on thmorning of the 20th, I was aware of some spirits who wes
trying to communicate—Epes Sargent, B. Franklin, andothen.
This was by my watch 5.50 a.m. They said in effect, "Ttr
President is gone. We were with him to the last, and all -tr
efforts to keep him were unavailing. We tried hard, for his
life was of incalculable value to his country, and more to the
same effect. I asked why they came to me. They said tii:
my mind was full of the subject, and that they were interests
about me. They gave me the impression of grave dsnre:
impending over America in consequence of this death. Twy
also talked about his treatment, and then left. Now there
nothing in all this inconsistent, in the mind of a man who
knows nothing of spirit, with natural order. I went w
bed full of expectation that I should hear of his death
Between sleeping and waking I dreamed that he was
gone. The reflections made were such as would wear
to me. That would lie the scientific explanation. As I
matter of fact the whole thing took place as I tell y<-i
and 1 have no doubt at all that these spirits, seeing funtt:
tluui wv. and used to talk to me, did what they say they dii.
and told me of it. We take the “Daily News” here. Wha
I came down to breakfast, I turned to it, and found, to ay
surprise, a not unfavourable bulletin. (We now know that it
doctors were not alarmed half-an-hour before death.) I was
convinced, however, tliat he was dead, and went off to the statke
to get a second edition which I knew would be publishei
There was none, and no rumour of any kind. I came htffi*.
and went again at 12.30 ; found tliat a vague rumour
circulating. A jiassenger from London had said that he hd
heard that the President was dead. That was all. I went
as soon as I thought the evening papers would be in. aid11
4.30 p.m. gut a “Globe” with the intelligence.

[I very well remember Mr. Stainton Moses telling me thissutf
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MYSTERIOUS MUSIC.
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whoever or whatever it may bo, began to talk. Of the three
visitors the gentleman himself and one of tho other two wore
Hester M, Poole, in the Boston “ Psychical Review,” all there wore in tho world then who knew of his clairaudient
gives tho following interesting account of music revealed experiences. Yet “ Ski ” nt once divulged the secret.
“ Do you know who has that delightful tenor voice?” asked he.
through clairaudience. The psychic is a man eminent for
“No ; can you tell me ?" replied the astonished visitor.
his attainments in mechanical science, with a national
“Yus! ho was an Italian named Porpora,” returned the
reputation, and is said, moreover, to be a friend of
voico. “He has tried to make many persons hear him sing.
Herbert Spencer, and tho last person in the world to You are tho only ono with whom he has succeeded.”
become tho victim of imagination :—Aftor returning home the visitor looked up the records and
About six years ago, this gentleman, by whoso permission found that Porpora was an Italian of the seventeenth century,
this narration is given in tho “ Review,” began to hear chords eminent as a composer and musician. His name is familiar to
and strains of tho most exquisite melody. Passionately fond of all lovers of classical music. This gentleman often hears a voice
good music, which had been his ono relaxation from absorbing of great flexibility, sweetness,ami power, which to his ear sounds
cares, he had listened to the best singers and orchestras of this liko that of the lamented Parepa Rosa. Once when listening to
country and tho Old World. Yet thoso subjective harmonies Campanini, whom he greatly admires, lie heard this voice join
exceeded by far anything he had ever conceived. They wore in, making a perfect and exquisite duet. When Campanini
heralded by long, soft, sweet chords like those which a number rested a few bars, these dulcet tones warbled a response.
of bugles might produce. Other instruments joined, weaving in
their sinuous, heart-piercing melodies, until the volume of sweet
THE DUTCH PAPERS-GHOSTS IN JAVA.
concerted sound flooded the overpowered senses almost to tho
point of producing unconsciousness. The rapt listener instinc
The “ Spiritualistisch Weekblad ” gives from private corres
tively feels that, were the ecstasy too much prolonged, oti its pondence the following account of some manifestations in the
wings the soul woidd fly away from the senseless residency of Sourabaja —
body. This music is not precisely like
anything
Mr. B. is manager of the Pandje-Pandjc sugar factory at
he has ever heard from visible orchestras. It sounds Sitoebondo, and has two children, a boy and girl, aged respec
more like the violoncello and the organ than anything tively six and ten years. It appears that both children are
else. Beyond description grand, noble, majestic, like so-styled mediums, the boy a clairvoyant, and tho girl a trance and
sacred music.it is never heard gay or trivial, save that sometimes physical medium. When these gifts developed i.s not known,
it is a little like the richer, lofty tones of a heavy opera. Fol but, a few months ago, the family,' consisting of Mrs. and Mr.
lowing the first few strains of the orchestra are voices, forming B. and the two children, were sitting quietly talking, when the
a full chorus and taking all the parts, male and female. Some boy suddenly called out, “There is the man again with the
times there are duets, sometimes solos, again responsive services turban on his head and the dagger in his belt. Papa, he is
from one side and then another. At times there is a tenor of striking you ! ” At the same moment a slipper from Mrs. B.’s
remarkable sweetness and clarity ‘ ‘ like nothing I ever heard or foot flew through the room and hit Mr. B. on the shoulder.
dreamed,” said he,“a voice to be recognised among a thousand.” Bottles of seltzer water and ono thing and another which
The music comes to his inner ear, though apparently, like were on the table or in the neighbourhood moved violently
external music, unannounced and unexpected. It is of short through the apartment and fell noisily on the floor. On certain
duration—a few moments, at the longest. Once the prolonged occasions when the family were at table the little girl went into
ecstasy almost tore his heart out. He walked about, went up a trance, to the alarm of her parents, who feared she was becom
stairs, and tried in various ways to throw off the spell. It con ing seriously ill, but at the same moments a rain of small
tinued to follow him at intervals, throughout the day. “The stones fell from the ceiling, or came from elsewhere—
air seemed full of it,” he explained. “It seemed as if every whence they actually came they really did not know and could
body must hear it. It overpowered every sound and movement not find out. They called a doctor to the children. He came
in space." At such moments his face is illuminated, glorified. and searched everywhere. He even climbed on the roof,
The outer world is lost. For the time, he is a bundle of sensi although he had found no holes in the ceiling. The throwing
tive nerves,—a sensitised plate,—on which are recorded the or falling of the stones continued, and the discomfort of the
harmonies that, emanating from the Great Artist, throb cease family increased. The doctor was uneasy, the more so as the
lessly through interstellar spaces. The majority of us, poor, boy maintained that he again saw the armed and turbaned man,
plodding, sense-bound mortals, only get the jangle and the jar and on each occasion foretold what was to happen. The doctor
of the rudely broken chords, while he pulsates in unison with determined to keep the children a few days under observation,
its thrilling rhythm. At first my friend felt that, solid-headed and obtained permission to take them with him to his own
as he is, he must be the victim of self-hypnotisation. Gradually, home. But he brought them back next day, as the result was
from a variety of reasons, he has grown to conclude that he is more than he could put up with. When he, as a first, effort,
sought to give the boy a soothing powder, it was struck out of
for the time intromitted into the sphere or the principle of his hand and into his face, while sixteen door and window panes
harmony.
were shattered to pieces. The boy had warned him, and had
The very evening before these words were written, I hap allied out, “Step back, doctor; you will get a blow in the face."
pened to be talking with him, when suddenly it became evident It goes without saying that these incidents have caused consid
that his consciousness was momentarily lost. With closed eyes erable excitement among the European residents at Sitoebondo.
Number 3 of the Dutch ‘‘ Sphinx ” continues the study of De
and a rapt expression upon his rugged features, we knew that he
Quincey’s experiences, and the report of the Milan phenomena
was listening to that which few mortals are ready to hear. with the medium Eusapia Paladino. Other matter relates to
Grasping his hand, I felt a tremor through every quivering the Rev. M. J.Savage's communication to the Boston “Psychical
nerve. We hastened to arouse him to
Review,” regarding the apparent perception of spirit forms by
animals, and there is an appreciative notice of the Rev. H. R.
“—the jar and fret
Haweis’ article in the “Fortnightly” on “Ghostsand their
Of this rude world that men call earth.”
“ Did you not hear it ? ” asked he. “ It seemed as if you must. Photos.” “ Sphinx ” also calls attention to the recent conver
sion of Liebeault to the “fluid theory” of mesmerism, as
It was all there was in the universe.” Latterly he has grown, evinced by his latest work, “Etude snr le Zoomagnet isme,” and
not only clairaudient, but clairvoyant. Matter recedes, it dis reproduces for its readers the following striking example of
appears. Gazing into limitless space, he sees a shining golden second sight :—About a year before tho death of the Grand
vista peopled with angelic forms and glorious faces luminous Duke Constantine a national festival was celebrated in Warsaw,
with “the light that never was on sea and land.” They are and accompanied by solemn religious services. In the midst of
the singers draped in flowing robes of grace and beauty. Love ono of tho latter functions a young man close by the entrance
to the choir suddenly sprang from his seat and, with folded
on earth and in Heaven, and peace, good-will, and joy are the arms and bowed head, gazed fixedly at a spot on the floor to
themes which are felt, but are untranslatable into mortal which the attention of those present was naturally directed.
When the music ceased, some of the worshippers surrounded
language.
Ono night, not many months ago, this gentleman with the the motionless man and asked what was tho matter with him.
enchanted auditory nerve went with two friends to spend an Ho appeared to wake from a somnambulistic condition and
called out, “ I see before me the coflin of the Grand Duke Con
hour with Mrs. Hollis-Billings. This lady, well known to a stantine.” A year passed : the revolution drove the Russians
large circlo of persons of intelligence and refinement, is noted out of Warsaw, and Constantino died. IIis funeral was cele
fur having, under good conditions, tho “independent voice,” in brated in the same church, and the coflin laid in the middle of
a darkened room. After sitting a few moments, the intelligence, the choir on the spot which tho seer had previously indicated.
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I It would seem, therefore, that the medium who “C0Vcts
earnestly the best gifts” should fight for them himself, that
is if the medium is to be of any importance to himself. );
he
is only to be a conduit pipe from the unseen to the seen,
NOTICE TO Sl’lWRIBERS.
The Annual >ul«rin‘|..i. (or “ l.mn.r." I-''""
n">'
U 1,K ,M l>er then this safeguarding may be valuable; but then the safe,
nnuuui t.rwariW to our I'ttlnun »(«>>«■
t twine. ..nJ 1W.U tinier* Jioul.1 I- m ole |<y.iMe to Mr. II. I>. Omlfrey, nii.1 guarding must always be there, for such a pipe may easily
mH IumsmH) krnwrtl '*
*’*'"•
Ixi damaged, and if the guardianship be for one instant
All ...I. n (or luwr. an.l (or .ulurliw..... itt, nil.I all remitUncer. should bo
ei lt.wl I • " the M outer" unit a«r I'1 the
relaxed the feeble cry of the exotic product of continue)
NOTICE to THE PUBLIC.
guardianship will be of no avail against the ever watchful
•• 1J..HT • nay alw be ..buiue.1 from E. W. AIJ.ES, t, Are Marla Uno, London,
and unsparing enemy. Let it not be supposed that this is
Albi all
condemnatory of Mr. Lees’s opinions. We have but pointed
advertisement charges.
j’lw liue* .Ind utjili T
Out? inch, 5a. ( hIuiihi, v2
I’Agt*, £4. A reduction out some difficulties connected with the subject which his
iim.Iv for .1 mmIv* of lu^ertiou*.
address could not well cover.
There is still another consideration.
Is not the
spiritual energy of the whole human race, that is of the
cultured portion of it, rising ? This does, from many cir
EDITED 11V “M.A.. Lost.”
cumstances, appear to be the case; and if it is so, and
men are getting more and more in touch with the spiritual
SATL’JIDAY, APRIL SA. 1S9.1.
world which is co-existent with this, the medium will be
TO CO VTRIB I'Ttl RS,—Communications intended to be printed come of less and less importance, his spiritual gifts will be
should be addressed to the Editor, 9, Duke-street, Adelphi. It
trill much facilitate the insertion of suitable articles if they only a little if any greater than those of other men, and
are under tiro columns in length. Long communications are his danger will be proportionately less as he will better
ahrayj im danger of being delayed, and are frequently
declined on account of want of space, though in other respects know how to help himself. That this development should
good and desirable. Letters should be confined to the space be the goal of all whose spiritual life is not confined to the
of half a column to ensure insertion.
Business communications should in all eases be addressed to consideration of phenomena is much to be desired, for it
Jlr. B. D. Godfrey, 2, Duke-street, Adelphi, W.C,, and not to means nothing less than the wish for intuition or com
the Editor.
mingling with the purer entities which can only come
about in the absence of that most perfectly adjusted ret
MEDIUMSHIP.
still material “instrument” the medium.
office of -iioHT.'

‘J, Dt’KE STREET.
A DEwin, ir.c.

Jiqlit:

The address given by Mr. Lees is of considerable import
"WHAT IS LIFE?”
ance. Nevertheless it seems after all to treat of a part of a
much wider subject, namely, that of the general conditions
The following from the “ Literary Digest ” has been
of communication with the world outside this. Mr. Lees translated and condensed for that journal from a paper by
may be right in saying that the number of “ mediums ” is Luigi Luciani, in the “ Revue Scientifique ”:—
small, and if the whole world is to be divided into the
Which of the two aspects of life is the true one ? That which
people who are mediums and those who are not, the dictum appears as a physiological phenomenon, or the other one which
of Mr. Lees is doubtless correct. But the question presents manifests itself in us as a psychical phenomenon? Here we
itself, Is it right so to divide the inhabitants of this planet 1 pass beyond the limits of science, and enter the world of meta
It is submitted that the division is not justifiable. To say physics.
The soul is a property of matter, say the materialists; mat
that certain persons are true mediums and that others are
simply - mediumistic ” or “ sensitive ” is not to put the ter is a form or an instrument of the soul, answer the idealists
true state of the case; to draw this distinction clearly, a and Spiritualists. Each of these affirmations has its special
advantage and a character of relative truth. The language of the
hard and fast line must be made, cutting off exactly and
materialist must always be preferred by science, because (as
definitely those that are mediums from those that are not, Huxley has judiciously observed), connecting the phenomenon
and this has not and cannot be done. Indeed, who would of life with other phenomena, it invites the thinker to make
take the responsibility of saying as to two people, “ This researches into the physical conditions which accompany life,
one is a medium, we must safeguard him ; this one is only contributes to the progress of positive knowledge, and tends to
mediumistic, let the unseen agencies do what they like make us exercise over the moral world a control analogous to
with him ” 1 In fact the question of the dangers of incipient that which we exercise over everything which is in relation to
mediumship seems to cover the whole question of what is the physical world.
On the other hand, we cannot despise the advantages of
called lunacy. How, for instance, unless through the
different kinds offered by the language of the Spiritualist. The
olrsession which can only come about when the path artist and the moralist will always prefer the language which
between this world and its spiritual counterpart is open, 1 covers all visible nature with a poetic veil, speaks to the feel
can the case of delicately nurtured women using the foul | ings, provokes altruism, and stays the invasion of pessimismand obscene language they use in asylums, be accounted | When Francis of Assisi—according to the legend—speaks to
for ! And yet. these unhappy creatures not having attended I the animals, and, addressing the wolf, affably calls him brother
stances and their mediumship not having been discovered, u-df, notwithstanding all the materialism which the love oi
the out dde world pities and looks for some hereditary taint; science imposes on us, we feel—why deny it ?—a little moved
by his ingenuous goodness. And when, in his “ Can tin drill
while the Spiritualist says they are undoubtedly medium
creature,” he addresses the sun and the moon as brother sun and
istic, so explains, and does no more. Even supposing it to
brother moon, notwithstanding the somewhat childish nature of
lx: right and necessary to cultivate the mediumship of any 1 this language, we feel as though we had been transported to
individual, it is manifestly an equally serious duty incumbent the heights of poetry, and we appreciate better the dignity oi
on those who know, to look after and help those sensitives our nature.
1 et, as well with materialism as with Spiritualism (it cannot
who cannot help themselves because these only know
vaguely, while the mure pronounced mediums understand be too often repeated), we are beyond the boundaries of science.
To the question “ What is life in itself ? ” I, a physiologist, have
inure completely the dangers surrounding them.
Now ils to the medium its such. Should he be safe this answer only : observed from an exterior point of view it is
matter; felt internally, it is soul. The close mixture, or rather
guarded and helped as Mr. Lees point ■ out 1 It is not quite
the confusion, of the real and the ideal in nature ; that is life in
easy to answer this question. General experience shows its most elevated form, that is the great mystery which art will
that strength <>i all kinds is got by the struggle of the always have to celebrate, and which science will never be able
individual himself and is not got by the help of others. to explain,
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THE DIFFICULTIES AND DANGERS OF
INCIPIENT MEDIUMSHIP.
Address delivered by Mr. H. J. Loes, on Mundi 2«th,
tu the Members and Friends of the London Spiritualist
Alliance:—
I ntil recently wo have boon engaged, us Spiritualists, in
lighting to maintain our footing among the many reforms with
which our generation will bo credited in tho f uturo. In this
struggle our position has boon a peculiar one, subjecting us to
fierce opposition on cither side; religious bigotry and scientific
prejudice have both been levelled against us, and so wo have
liven called upon to show our powers rather than tho excellence
of order and method. Wo have been called upon to storm a
fortress, to assort our right to bo reckoned with, by sheer force
oi anus, to demand a hearing for our causo by its tremendous
weight of evidence ; and I think I am not speaking wildly when
1 say that wo have gone a long way towards obtaining our
abject. If tho public Press—secular and religious—is to be
taken as any gauge of public opinion—and I think it is a fairly
safe indicator—we may now rest to some extent from the fiercenessof ourstruggleand take time to considorsuch internal features
uf our work as will enable us to remove many of the causes of
failure in the past, and guard our work from many of the dan
gers which threaten its welfare in the future. It is for this
purpose that I ask your attention to-night, while I merely
indicate some weak spots in our armour as they appear to
mvself, and possibly suggest some ideas as to how I think they
nwv l>e got rid of. I have no intention of elaborating a scheme, I
onlv aim at dimly sketching an outline, leaving to other and
more competent hands the duty of filling in the details.
The great hope, ambition, and aim of almost everyone who
takes up Spiritualism is to become a medium, and when one is
comnelled to submit to the inevitable and acknowledge he has
no gift in that direction, an equally ardent desire comes over
him to discover the quality and develop it in another. If the
»lorv of mediumship is not to be personally possessed the next
best thing is to get the credit of having developed it in another
—sorrr credit indeed in most cases—and often the after con
sciousness of the fact is but cold comfort. In this undue eager
ness for mediumship lies the root and danger of our movement,
but we must go back a step before we can grapple with and
effectually check the evil. Let us begin at the beginning.
Hitherto the door of the seance-room has been left too much
ajar, and every casual passer-by has been invited to enter and
take a seat. I have known persons who have attended more
than one seance to stay behind, or seek out someone from whom
they could ask what it all meant. Amongst the five millions of
people in London there are always plenty who are looking for
sew forms of excitement, and there is another large class who
w>tdd scorn to be without some personal acquaintance with a
subject which is so frequently discussed in the novel and in the
nerqiaper; to these curiosity hunters nothing could be more
acceptable than that we should continue to advertise stances
with the regularity of auction sales; they can pay their
shilling or half a crown, and witness the performance, without
iny question being asked. It is not an expensive evening since
the whole modus operands has been learned, and henceforth
they consider themselves quite competent to form and direct a
circle, either for a harmless hour’s amusement, or perhaps to
follow up its more serious study.
There arc a multitude of reasons why this state of things
should cease to be, and for this end it would be well to take a
leaf from the book of tho Theosophical Society. I have long
U1 the opinion that no persons have any kind of right in the
v’.ttice-room unless their minds have been prepared for the
demonstration by a course of suitable reading upon the sub
ject. Please not to misunderstand me; I have no wish to close
i die seances, I hold no brief for the discontinuance of phetomena, but I do insist that we owe it as a duty to a sacred
cwsenot to cast our pearls before swine by attempting to force
*dttnwHration upon a mind which has not been prepared to
ftceive it. Some will tell me that by such methods we should
u>ike but hIow progress. It may be so, but while slow it would
*’■ least be sure, and since the race is not always to the swift, I
not by any means sure but that my tortoise would outrun
•he present hare. If Spiritualism were nothing more than a
'ocwty craze or an evening's amusement one could afford to
“tile at the simple ignorance of many of those inquiring about
but when we recognise the consequences which may ensue, I
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must confess that I frequently shudder as I read lottors from
porsons desiring to know moro about it. From Huch letters 1
will give you a few extracts.
Ono willing and anxious soul writes :—

“ Whero can I learn Spiritualism, and what will it cost ? ”
Another—
“Kindly give me the necessary information about tho
manner of getting spirit photos.”
A third-“ 1 have tried for automatic writing and succeeded, I
think ; now I want the writing direct, how shall I
do it?”
A fourth is similar—
“ Will you please send me information about spirit-writ
ing '< I. should like to procure a slate if I knew
where to do so and the price.”
Surely such inquiries as these justify me in saying that we
ought to insist on inquirers knowing something of the theory of
Spiritualism before they are introduced to its practice. I know
full well that such a course would prevent many from going into
the subject at all for the present, and that is just the object I
have in view, for the person who refuses to grasp the question
intelligently is better outside our ranks than within them. What
we stand most in need of is the increasing and enlargement of
the brain-power wo have been hitherto favoured with in spite
of our difficulties, and not alone the increase of our numbers
at the expense of our intellect. Spiritualism is not for promis
cuous public demonstration, but it is a science which can never
be understood unless pursued systematically upon a proper basis.
The importance of adopting some such safeguard as this is more
vital than many will be prepared to admit in the development
of mediumship, and is a step we shall be compelled to take
before we can bring our communications up to a satisfactory
state.
Having suggested the most patent primary source of our
difficulties let me now advance to the consideration of medium
ship itself. Here I would say at once that I do not believe that
mediumship is anything like so common as is generally supposed.
We may most religiously follow the injunction of Paul and
“ covet earnestly the best gifts ”; we may fix our longing eyes
and hopes upon D. D. Home, J. J. Morse, W. Egliuton, or
Florence Cook ; but after all we shall have to learn that such
mediums, like poets, are born, they can never be made ; and as
one century cannot be expected to be so fruitful as to reproduce,
at all events in this little island, such a bountiful crop of
natural exponents, you and I will have to be content with
following a long way after these ideals of what we wish to
become. But perhaps we may find some consolation for our
disappointment when we consider that mediumship ought really
to be divided into two classes—the natural and the cultivated.
If we bear this in mind we shall clear away other difficulties
from our path, and begin to see things with a clearer vision.
Natural mediumship, given an opportunity, will unmistakably
show itself. It needs but little care or development, as the
friends behind seem to have a firm grip of the reins before we
know it. It is with developed, or, may Isay, cultivated medium
ship that we have to deal, since it is upon this we mostly have
to depend for our intercourse with the other world, and it is
here where all our danger lies.
The presence of supposed mediumship is generally detected
in the first or second sitting. Most of the company sitting round
tho table arc entire strangers to the subject, they have never
soen a table move and somewhat impatiently await the com
mencement of the fun, in spite of the caution which has been
given by the gentleman who directs the proceedings—that any
undue excitement will prove a hindrance to the phenomena.
This gentleman has probably been qualified for his position by
attending one seance and reading one or two numbers of a Spirit
ualistpaper, so that his authority is undoubted ' He is certainly not
quite perfect, but let him but discover but one medium and he will
become, as he thinks, a leader. It is a burning shame and a
public scandal that it should be so. This is a great and danger
ous difficulty in the way of our progress and one that will have
soon to be cleared away.
Of course, a medium is necessary for communication, but has
not the worthy director learned that in a promiscuous assembly
of seven or eight persons there is certain to be one, at least,
with undeveloped powers ? He has a dozen round him, therefore
all he has to do is to discover the prize and throw back the
curtain which divides the worlds. At the end of half an hour
some lady complains that she feels more like going to sleep than
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spirits who wish to direct operations to uso all discretion with
out opposition, secure the best; possible conditions, and what is
of infinitely greater importance resist the advances of spirits
the absence of a tried and skilful pilot. It is from the wreckage wln> would bring no good.
which lies along this coast-lino that our opponents build up
1 have several times used such phrases ns “ persons who untheir positions of attack ; they stand upon the barren rocks of I doubtodly possess the power,"” de. 1 have done so intentionally,
ittUOMiice and pelt us with the debris of our own folly.
and boro I wish to outer a solemn protest against the practice of
Perhaps, I may be allow* d at this point, to say one word of many enthusiasts ami mediums who declare all persons to be
caution to that part of my audience which is beyond the reach mediums who are shaken or otherwise intluonced in our stances.
of my voice to-night. What. 1 have said, and what 1 shall say, Experience most, emphatically declares that such is not the ease;
will go forth, I know not whither, upon the wings of “ Light,” a man is not qualified to give judgment about, electrical currents
»tul lam too well acquainted with the tactics of some persons because 1m has dropped a penny in a slot and had a magnetic
tube ignorant of the mine of wealth I have disclosed in the shock at a railway station ; neither is a man nccossarilyan expert
k
Matvinents I have made. But I have a right to demand that my swimmer because 1m has fallen overboard from a river steamer.
weals shall bo neither misrepresented nor misquoted. Hence, The practice of raising false hopes—from which not infrequently
let mo say in one brief sentence that in nothing I have said has a great amount of inconvenience results, without any adequate
there been a single word against the uso of mediumship ; it is advantage—is reprehensible in the extreme, and ought to bo
X against its abuse 1 raise my voice. There is no blessing of God discouraged wherever it is mot with.
• but nwv lie converted into a curse : it. is impossible to enjoy a
To those who have the gift I would say a few words which
' privilege without, a commensurate responsibility. Wo have may bo helpful as indicating what 1 consider the safest path to
A difficulties
'
.
.
and. dangers,
and, so ,has every system,
every organi•  pursue in entering upon a course of development.
First of all, when you come to the knowledge that some one
sation: 1 am only trying to do something to help their removal
A when I attempt, to face the trouble. But. these blots upon our or more such talents have been entrusted to your keeping,
progress aro not to be credited to Spiritualism, they are simply don’t try to hurry, but stand still and count the cost of medium
the result of the presence of those persons who rush in where ship. Do not bo misled by the idea that, your future path is to
!• angels fear to tread. There are cases of obsession among us, bo entirely one of roses, and that, you have nothing more to do
‘-i yet wo have not a monopoly of them by any moans. Of the than receive the adulations of your friends. I toll you you will
!< three eases 1 saw but a short time ago only one of them was not go far in your now career before you discover a veritable
«s due to the Spiritualistic seance ; the other two eases were attri “ Slough of Despond ’’ ; the misdirected zeal of your friends will
Ci butable, one to recent revival meetings and the other was that sometimes prove to bo a snare to your feet, and you will find
■t of a member of the Church of Rome : so far as I could under that claims will bo made upon you from the spirit side which
•D stand neither of these latter were Spiritualists. Moreover, the you had never anticipated. You will sometimes find that in
frequent eases which are ascribed to religious mania are most, if leading you upward they will see differently to yourself, and you
not all, to be put in the same category. Therefore, I ask for must not by any means expect to make all the demands yourself
w justice when 1 make an honest, admission, and expect to be and leave your controls to make all the concessions. There is a
pleasure in mediumship which is greater than I can find words
ti: treated with like candour in return.
It is far better to lot this subject alone than to enter upon to express, but side by side with this you will discover—if you
fitx it without a competent guide. At the present time there are uso your gift in its highest, sense — that there is a terrible
sk but very few of these guides available, and very many of us responsibility which will overpower you at. times. You will
•■whocould render such assistance have yet to learn that, we owe learn in a new sense that “ you are not your own.’’ but being
Before we can make called into such a ministry you will not always be able to speak
ci a duty to Spiritualism in this respect.
your own thoughts, ideas, or opinions ; you will be required to
yii that progress which we have a right to expect, responsible bodies
speak as the spirit gives you utterance, and learn to be content
ssi which assume the lead must be made to understand that, practi
cal assistance is required as much as written or printed therewith in the full assurance that even mediums, at best, only
advice. When a mediumistic gift- is undoubtedly discovered “see through a glass darkly."
it is to the advantage of the whole movement that,
One important point you will be called upon to decide is as
that gift should be developed under the most favourable con to the nature of your controls. In this one matter lies all the
ditions, and the medium has a right to ask for such help as may crux of your future work, and I would suggest to you the most
4n be necessary. I am convinced that much of our trouble to-day mature deliberation over this step. All sorts and conditions of
is to be traced to the fact that the development of mediums in men and women are to bo found on the other side as here, and
the past has been left to incompetent persons, solely because the decision lies in your own hands as to what class you will
nrf those whose duty it was to render assistance have refused to identify yourself with. Like attracts like, and just in accordance
accept the reponsibility. If there is one phase of life where with your own moral and spiritual nature will be the nature of
reciprocity
ought to bo observed more than another, I think it is your controls and associates. You cannot get away from the
m •
in the study of Spirit ualism, and we shall presently wake up to law of affinity and spiritual attraction. Reliable spirits cannot
the fact that the great reason why we do not get all wo want uso an unreliable medium, neither can a pure control manifest
;. £'
from the other side, is because wo ourselves are doing so little himself through an impure instrument. You will presently be
F>
to help those from whom wo exact so much. My experience is known and estimated among Spiritualists according to the moral
e c*
not so large as that of some of you, but I have learned that it is and spiritual standard of the spirits to whose influences you lend
bJ^
only when I work together with my controls that, satisfactory I yourself, and they will bo known and judged by the life you are
ir ✓ |
results can bo obtained, and I am firmly convinced that it. is our living among your follows. Therefore. I say to you. consider
fc- duty to provide the instruments, and then leave our friends to uso I this step, and having made up your mind that you will reach out
■l'
eii' them. Spiritualism without mediumship would be something after the highest spiritual ideals, which is the legitimate path
’'*' like playing Hamlet without the Prince, and it is, therefore, of spirit communion, live up to your determination and leave
most essential that all necessary attention should be given to the rest to the friends you attract in your noble ministry.
Ono more word of caution. You will find in the exercise of
this subject by those bodies which ought to take the
your gift, that at times it will cause excessive exhaustion and
responsibility.
To secure the best results in the development of persons prostration. This comes in other vocations as well as Spiritual
who undoubtedly possess the power, 1 would advocate their ism. At. times, when I have been faint and weary almost beyond
withdrawal from general seances as soon as the discovery is endurance, 1 have felt that some little stimulant would be in
made, and the work of development should be carefully watched valuable and restore my vitality sooner than anything else I
I
and directed by not more than two persons, who are in intimate knew of, but. it is with gratitude to the friends behind that 1
sympathy with the psychic. One of these should bo a fully can say 1 have never yielded to the temptation. I tell you
developed medium, whose controls have been tested and found candidly if 1 had been left- to myself I should have taken it,but
*blt' to judiciously direct the delicate operations, and render again and again they have restrained me. Now I say to you one
*uch iwdstance as may bo desired both to the medium in the and all—never taste an intoxicant in the exercise of your
normal condition, and the spirits who are attempting to control. mediumship. It is a rock upon which many a fair and promis
Th?nneoiid friend, not being modiumistie, would bo available ing career has gone to pieces, as much among Spiritualists as in
»*br any omcrgimcy to perform requisite services. Such an the Church. A little rest is all that you need, and your powers
*rr«r>g<ui>nm. would exclude unnecessary excitement, keep the will only bo increased when you look solely to t he other side for
**biih> free from the anxious inquiries for tests, enable the recuperation.

of the inquiry where all the danger lies, and there is
Ibeginning
jrfflt risk when you attempt to launch the craft of mediumship in
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1 omlly. Wv very often haar a K,,*t dual said aLmt life
t- ilig »hort«nrd by the uxeicjse of m'diumshlp. I'urhajA it
may
But | landidly wmf«»» I never have attach'd tho le*at
Value to tlm> Mgumelit. and m *h>-M> Hmee of agitation for an
eight hour*' .fay, it •earn* v«r, iiwongnioua to wish to livi to a
" g>««] grven < 1.1 age " alien you might get your work bm»h»d
•nd arrtvi
in tin <wil) •uluii.n In tho wt'iau of my gift
<d bevhi'g, I at • very m'-bai call mate «ay that I liMve l»<« n in•CrumvriiJ in curing twenty caaea wlii'h the mido.vl faculty had
p«>.«e um»d h'jMhraa bup|M»<- we lake an average of five years'
vidid duration •> the riault of my iri-aluwiita, wo have an
addilmmd bundled y<<ara In the aj/gregatc, and even if my own
lift w.rv shortened to the vilrftit "I ten years, what would that
la in f<'iii|An«eii ’ Home'‘im will t'lJmo 1 have a duty to tny
family I know it, Imt I have hI»" a duty to my fidlowman and
my (Jud, and while I have talent given to me to uno, it ia my duty
i>. ua« it to the la’at of my ability, leaving all of Imr considerations
to that Almighty power who donth all things well this f 'all
faith in God H I du my duty fearleaaly J have a riffld to expect
my family to Im. rarrd for, ami there I am content to leave jt.

1 di jArt'd spirits. And this no lomyor in rare, douM*
•Me imrtan/aw, Put here, there, everywhere, alw
ass matter of ""rrw:, attended by a cloud of witnej*^
by any antagoniam of ignoran'x: or relu'^AU/m,
Then, indeed, man would no lon-/i:r bnliovi; itt a
and diaquit t hmiM.lf in vain ; death's sting would lx- j’/1
even in tlm jxiin of sejxiratcd Jives, and the
turned into 'Ldeat through rertloiu
('nt^VU>
adequate hojx: or IxJicfj of reunion with tlm loved anj171

Apri,1/1,1 of Mr. Hu.-a'i's m'At tnU-.rm>tit>v
in it i^/tie.iblo that rr/itm of us at nt)
the Ga/fareni; demonia/;, may be muny in one ?
Kin,

bin

'“•■ ,f

alitn-s in one individuality, and this not from oIxum*
outside, but from npiribi w ho actually form a part </f ,
Is it jzossible that the Ego may be at the head, as it
community, all living in and on his aura, and lookin« , ’
for
gui'lancc
its parent
j/arem I
’
"
- and
— - proUiction
........as- -a child
s1*
I---- - time,
----- , occasionally
ojzoi v*^ vf««»v
mja; y,,, ’ ' ’-«* 'if
same
an obatrifj/momi
that the
1 *
’ • - •
< JZ tl.
.3
overwhelmed in his e/ideavourx to keep them all in
'
mny jr/wibly Im,- that while this struggle lasts the ‘y *• is*
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
jxissing through the darkm:sa of the astral worj/J , • “»
rh< t•hlvf ii *ut Ti>fiV»illrii for u/iinuni ft]/riiif'l bi/ ri/rrnpf/iulmti,
tii
way h, the higher Hpiritwditsm of the Jmavenly'
'
uo*i '(.Ai'I'/M"
wiMl A' tb,t» /iot
toith Jor the j/urpo/t
tea
or
New
Jerusalem
state,
the
'mlestial
j/bim:
of
of fimt/heij tirui that ("".V tilr'ii dori/eiioa. {
*
This ground Using gained, the community and their i
The L«le Dr. F. R. Young.
Imcome one spirit, and harmony jierva'les the whole Ir
Il I*'-1
Sm, 1 have Iwmn exficcting to sec in “ Lrojn " nomu as ni/mo wiy, w'e arc two in one, and may, in the future i
notice "f tlm Joss which .Spiritualism in its highest form has one in two at will, why should it not lx: so with anv-‘-V '"Ufi'r*,
<;ijH.Ti»’W.ed through the removal Vi the spirit-L-md of the In this case tlm Ego, or hifflmr •^mft'fiouhm^a-., may not ktl. "
Her. Or. Young, ju*t as I used to )<iok week by week to see on the moment what the memlx.-rs of his community are air-JS
winch of its platforms Im would bo speaking. I am greatly rice rervi. It would seem as if, since the fall, all Jiad ).
nurprised flmt there lias not Ireen even a word of recognition of confusion, our cliaracters are a mass of contni'li'.-tions, a.i(j
• h« work wlm h he was always ready to do for the cause, and for understand our own motions as little as we do those of o'hi.n I LL
fn th'.- case of the Gazlarene demoniac the Ego Ju^j i. '
which he gave his time and talents without thought of reminmroverwhelmed,
and no wonder ; a legion, i.e., a thousand. >,
arion. It M-i-mn st range to me that he should have passed from the
fc
large
number
t>/
be kept in hand by one spirit. Hehsdi^,
r.mk* "f Kpirituahuis without a bintfli! refitrunce to his services,
nf
lliere are lliov who did not know him personally, as well as strength to fling himself at the feet of the Saviour. After thu jgle
th..». who did know and love and reverence him, who have, like the conversation was entirely between the Deliverer and u,
tnyaelf, looked in vain for vium notice of his work, and who legion, to whom His presence was a hell of torment,
have been surpris'd at th'' omission. His Spiritualism was of a legion forced to evacuate their ground, the Ego became
v<ry high order, and might well lie dassed with that of the late of his body again. The words of the prophet may refer g.
something of this kind : “ A little one shall Imcome a thousav]
bi'uent'.-'l Ezlitor of “ l.iojrr."
hr. Young was a very greatly valued friend of mine, and J and a weak one a strong nation. J. the Lord will accomplish it
Y. Z.
have had many oj.jxirtunities of hearing his advocacy of his time.”
Spiritualism, and have often admired his great wisdom in deal- |
Sin,—T was exceedingly pleased to find by his address that
ing with the subject, and Ins wonderful gift in putting hit* urge- !
Mr.
Stead is likely to brin" to the front sonic of the mure per
mcnt-i clearly and powerfully before others. Of his character,
plexing
phenomena of .Spiritualism.
and bi» talenta, and his work in other directions, especially in
Years
ago, I found out the possibility of obtaining communi
the ovum' of (.’hrist and religion, thia is not the place to speak.
cations
from
tin: spirits of the living. I, however, only olitair.ee
M. E. R.
[We did not hear of Dr. Young's departure until some time after such communications when wijguitle. desired them,and he adopted
it occurred, and then only a-s a mere rumour. No certain tlm method of putting me into a semi-trance, and then calledthes
information ever reached us. And. personally, we bad not by a magical invocation, f used then to sec them appear, and I
the pleasure of his acquaintance. We are glad, however, to often held long conversations with them. I know this was nv
publish our correspondent's tribute to his worth.—Eo. hallucination, as when I met the people afterwards in the flesh I
found ample evidences that such communications had passed
between us, though the individuals experimented upon were
Mr. Stead's Address.
quite unconscious of the fact. This, however, in my case wn
hilt. If you happen to l«; cornnmniiiig on “Julia's” theory only done as an occult lesson, and I was also taught the extract
of tlm "double " n-> given to -Mr. Stead and recently reported 'lunger of attempting such without the aforesaid magical invo
in Ijojrr," I would refer you ton letter pitblialnxl in “hiuur" cation. I have been for years trying to bring this and other
on Muy Idth, H9I, and entitled the “Spiritual Bmly,” in which obscure phenomena before the notice of Spiritualists, but IK*
I think "Julia's" theory in anticipated, if not pul into clearer and that. Mr. Stead and other men of note arc looking into the*
matters, I trust that wider investigations and broader ideas will
inor«i philosophical form.
Bamloran, Donegal.
Wjl.I.IAM HHAIU'K, M.D.
be the result.
Let me mention a few occult truths I have discovered.
Communications can not only be obtained from the spirits d
Km, I have read with profound interest in the current
number of “ Ln.iir" an ao.ount of a meeting of tlm Spiritual tlm living Imt the latter can be influenced in various ways.
If opposition is to be expected from individuals on the maAlliance oil the Hth ilud.
I was eajMtcialJy struck with the hitter jxntioit of tlm dis- tori'll plane it. is possible hours or even days before to invoU
euasion, p-iliaps partly bi-'.iiusi* It. hill'lied uni nearest. Mr. such individuals and to gothrough the whole thing on the astral
htead m suggestions have already, Im t"iys, been printed in tlm plane, and as the result comes out there, so it will inevitably
L’iiriatnum number of the "Review of Reviews,” and nru in follow when tlm alEiir takes place in the material world.
1 have therefore come to this conclusion, that all events «
fuel the iiuggewtions of his control, "Juba." I have nut yut
I
seen thin ('lii'i'tmai number, but will obtain it if st ill to Is, bad. life take place, and all conflicts are fought out there first,
It sci.-mn to um tlwit tlm idea started may Im tlm best met hod that what happens Imre is more of the nature of a reflection
ye*, proposed, if it can but. Im carrmd out, of «>»tabli>diing the real events.
I am absolutely certain of the truth of premonitions, and th<
Spiritualism as a truth. Fur it would go far to establish its first,
but mont. tremendous, claim on t Im hcaits and minds of men: only way to remedy or ward oil evils is to assail them at
>•*., its power to prints their immortality by communication with Kuurce, wveRs or months before they actually appear on l’ie

i
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material plane. This my guide has taught me, and many are
the dangers which I have escaped by acting according to his
advice. Herein will be found the great advantage of being
under the guidance of a wise spirit. It is often too late to ward
off dangers when they appear on the physical plane.
Again, it is possible to obtain a glimpse of what people tiro
doing at a distance. Often I have found out the true nature of
their attitude towards me by this method, and it has made mo
6. appear unjust as I have seemed unfriendly to them without any
i apparent cause.
While I know that much of our phenomena proceeds from a
U: higher part of ourselves, yet I also know that we must have
the assistance of other intelligences for certain objects.
Different orders of spirits must bo invoked according to the
work required to be performed. Some will not assist unless
a kind uf compact is made with them. You must do something
for them if you want their assistance. Unless this be done,
Vonly. after .pure aspirations,
.
and wishing only for that which is
• <. I in accord with the Divine Will, there is a terrible danger in
such compacts. These few obscure phenomena, and others I
' 1 may not now mention, constitute what I call Occultism, which
is not Theosophy.
A. F. Tindall, A.T.C.L.
11
k
Theosophy and Spiritualism.
Sir,—I venture to differ from “J. J. M.” I think the
si- character of the utterances through mediums has an important
. Ki- bearing upon this discussion. The argument is that if we are
really dealing with the spirits of the dead they ought to impart
more information of an original and reliable nature than they
■t;, ire found to do.
st
The argument that Theosophy is a “ re-hash of resurrected
.‘t’j Hindu transcendentalism ” would, I think, be difficult to subMandate if it were put to the test. The Secret Doctrine, for
Ua instance, contains original facts, philosophies, and theories, and
ba is something more than a compilation.
So far as psychic phenomena are concerned, we have an
array of facts which must be treated in the usual scientific
manner, and that theory has the claim to preference as an
explanation of them which best covers the ground and is the
Ti * least contradictory. This requsite seems to me to be fulfilled
us by the Esoteric Philosophy.
H. S. Green.
:er:
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like that of the vicarious atonement which we are not asked to
verify.” Now there is no real difference in the provisional
acceptance of the one and the other. Christians assert that tho
man who trusts to this atonement provisionally, comes to
recognise its truth when ho attains to greater experience and
development, just as the Buddhist and Theosophist claim.
Notwithstanding the disclaimers as to the tendency of Theo
sophy to set up a kind ot priestcraft, I, and I believe most
people, will think that these letters of Mr. Edge and Mr. Holt
go far to prove it. To assort that Theosophy follows Buddha's
rule, to insist always on proof before accepting anything, and
then immediately to state that Theosophy departs from this rule,
seems to me to be frivolous, and does not shake in one iota the
belief that Theosophy to the mass of Theosophists is dependent
wholly on authority and without that authority it must neces
sarily cease to exist.
R. Donaldson.
The “Onus Probandi” in the “Pre-existence” Controversy.
Sir,—Mr. Harpur asks me to explain what I mean by
“natural and logical presumption." In my letter in “Light ”
of February 4th I said : “On the general question of individual
psychical pre-existence, I would repeat what I said in ‘ Light ’
several years ago, that the onus probandi for Spiritualists—for
all who believe in individual immortality—is on those who
assert a psychical beginning.” There is a natural and logical
presumption of whatever should be held to be true until the
contrary is proved. Thus we say that an accused person is pre
sumed to be innocent until proved to be guilty. The same pre
sumption may be stated either in a positive or a negative form,
e.g., as in favour of innocence or as against guilt. It Is really
only a statement that the burden of proof is on a particular side.
So in the present controversy, it is the same thing in fact
whether I say that the presumption is in favour of pre-existence,
or that it is against psychical origination at physical birth.
Under either form of statement what is meant is that origination
at that time is the thing requiring proof. And the reason in
support of this position is that such origination is the positive
fact alleged, whereas “pre-existence” is simply a positive
term for the absence of that fact. For as soon as we are agreed
—this being common ground with spiritualists—that psychical
individuality is essentially distinct from and independent of the
physical organism, the origination of the former is not logically
given with the origination of the latter, but demands inde
pendent proof. That is what I mean by the “natural and
logical presumption ” of pre-existence.
I explained this position at some length, and I think quite
clearly, in a letter in “ Light ” of October 4th, 1890, to which
I beg to refer any of your readers who may be interested in the
discussion. I found the general impression to be that the
burden of proof was on the assertion of pre-existence, and it was
this fallacy (as I conceive it to be) that I have tried to expose.
Mr. Harpur’s letter in “Light” of the 1st inst., so far as it
can be considered argumentative, seems to me entirely founded
on a logical misunderstanding which I must trust to the fore
going explanation to remove. I do not propose to deal with Ills
remarks in detail, because they do not appreciate the point of
my immediate contention, which is not that psychical origination
at birth cannot be proved, or shown to be probable, but that, on
the spiritualistic hypothesis of a subject of consciousness essen
tially independent of the organism which relates it to a particu
lar sphere of manifestation and experience (thus, of course,
conditioning its present content of consciousness), such origina
tion has got to be proved, or shown to be probable, if we are
not to believe in pre-existence. As regards this “subject cf
consciousness,” I cannot concede to Mr. Harpur the necessity
of defining “ the soul ” more particularly, so far as the exigen
cies of the present argument arc concerned (which is, of course,
what I meant by “for the present purpose”),* because, however
otherwise we might differ in defining it, we are at least agreed
that it is that. Or if not, it only follows that “soul” is not
the most unexceptionable term for that individual identity
which persists through all the modes of consciousness, and is
common to all the constituent principles of our essential being.
I could not adopt unreservedly Mr. Harpur’s definition of “the
soul” as a discursive faculty (“that in man which thinks, and
reasons, and prays, and worships ”). It is at least disputable.
The Sankhya, for instance (an individualist philosophy), holds
that the true soul (Purush) never acts. Intuition is a higher

Theosophy; Its Reasonableness or Otherwise.
Sib,—The position taken up by Mr. Edge and Mr. Holt in
I your issue of April 1st, in so far as it is any reply to my letter
of i fortnight previous, is that they accept on the authority of
it Buddhism, adepts, and other real or supposed illuminati, cere;e tain teachings which they cannot prove either to themselves or
any one else, and this acceptance they call a provisional accept
or ance. Mr. Edge goes so far as to call Re-incarnation a provisional
jet. AypotAcsis. Now if this root-doctrine of Theosophy is merely,
Dp: to all but adepts, a provisional hypothesis, and cannot be proved
toothers, surely this Is amply sufficient to condemn the whole
jj], itudyas illogical, and lacking any real basis.
j,;
Mr. Holt says that Buddha teaches that “ no one should
[^. believe anything till his or her reason was so convinced that
it was impossible to disbelieve it.” Then he goes on to say “it
is but in few cases that this rule is departed from.” Why
f f should it be departed from at all 1 And if, as Mr. Edge says,
< Reincarnation is one of these departures, surely the acceptance
trtof other doctrines that are dependent on Re-incarnation are also
i»;
departures from Buddha’s rule. Without this curious idea of
tpl provisional acceptance, Theosophy could not exist, and this
idea is manifestly unreasonable not only to us but to Buddha,
teacher, as the latter con
.<> Mr. Edge’s and Mr. Holt’s great
clusively shows.
So far as I know, all Spiritualists believe that man is essen
tially one with Deity, consequently has an innate consciousness
of truth as Mr. Holt states. But surely this is another reason
' I«r trusting to one’s innate consciousness and not to any ex! traneous provisional hypothesis.
,<■
..
-■ says, in
.......
Mr. Edge
illustration of his position, that “if we
*»nt to learn mathematics wc accept the different rules on
authority, and verify them afterwards.” Now we do nothing of
kind; every proposition in Euclid is proven to us before we
% ?'*on to the next. The axioms of mathematics are self-evident
; to every reasonable mind. In mathematics absolutely nothing
5 ” wcepted on authority, provisional or otherwise.
•I also used the expression “generally,” which Mr. Harpur treats
i In LUU
the UMU
last DUHUVHVV
sentence of LUI.
Mr. Edge’-s -letter
he says, “ —
All this as opposed to “invariably.” I hope it was apparent to other readers
----- --fr^VMiional acceptance is vory different from accepting a dogma that I used it in the other sense, as opposed to “particularly.”
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M iKVIKIiosr. thi, llh.H-sTKEKT.—On Xuiiday last Mr. A. j .
Sutton read an interesting [viper on "Do the Dead Hetiimj-I
to hare drawn hi. iiwtcnah partly from Sundnv next, at 11 a.m., discussion on “Spiritualism": nt
■m,. Aiui he appta**
Maikme BUvatsky and |n»rtly from Mrs. Bliss. C. H.
Tiie SriiATfoKii Society of Shhitvalists. Wokahaj,
’ Ibotenc Buddhism " l»“th those works elmui
II all. W KsT Ham lank. Stk vtfoiii*.E. — Meetingseach Sundj,
UbUtauc origin. '“>• 1“
r'’4,lvri
at 7 p.m. Speaker for Sunday next, Mr. (I. D. Wyinl,^" ✓
Ue«) lhev *re iu< '« «•*«*
"U,‘ I’*’"*1 J. It.uxiiow, Hon. Sec.
IZit »rth b» Mt Scott-Hbot they an- in direct e nthet; and i
.‘<11. Camiiekweli. Nkw-hoad, S.E.—Sunthy next. t.
11. M a.m.. circle : at .’< p.m., lyeeum : at 7 p.m.. address
U, M th* rein*. danswvu. to a
wAU.iwiKi.iUilw^todraw attention, ^s-.ikumot plane- Mr. Lmg. On Wednesday, circle for inquirers, Mr. C<.<, ?!
«v .turn; Mr. Seott WKoi «.«. " It nuy «* - well to(repeat Oil Sunday Mr. Long read nil extract from the " Two World, *
and commented on it, and afterwards gave an able addict,;
4 fact wUh h» as'on •*■*’>
riw» M w aml 5kr* the
Resurrection.—.1. Peiiky, Assistant Secretary.
eary fena <«u< of
«*«»• " 1 tuU!iJ
'’"'"T T,"'’’
14. Orchaiid-koad, Askew-road. Shepherd's Bish. IV.J
use m to the iraare whereby this fart has Iteeti verified either On Sunday last Mis. Treadwell's guides delivered an exeellet-'
“again" or as say time . but, if it has been. such verification discourse upon the use of Spiritualism, answering serai'
questions at the close. Sunday next, at 7 p.m.. o|ieiimee.|
t»,.ne t»w hh'» to Mahstmic infallibility,
Th.s statement as to the relation of Mars and Mercury to ing. Tuesday, at 8 p.m.. Mrs. Mason. April 16th, .'(•
the earth was originally put forward in " Esoteric Buddhism,' Ilyndoe. At 58. Tavistock-crescent. Mestbourne Park, u
«» part of tlu: revelation to the benighted Western mind of Saturday at 8 p.m., seance, Mrs. Mason.—J. H. B.. Hon..'Nr j'
2.3. Devonshike-koad, Forest Hill. S.E.—On Thursir
which Mr. Sintwtt was the chosen instrument. But Madame
Mr. Robson was with us. On Friday we had a social iiieeiii •i
Blvatskv was so impressed w ith the errors of that work that when all present thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Oil Sunir
she wrote m “The Secret Doctrine
•
his better Mr. Veitch gave an able discourse upon the rapid strides whii 14-'
knowledge of modern astronomical speculations than of Mixlem Spiritualism had made during the short timeri&i th< ’
areh.ee d-Ktrines led him quite naturally, and as unconsciously . existence. On Sunday next the Rev. A. Smith will give s p*
to himself, to commit a few mistakes of detail.' among which address at 7 o'clock. Thursday, at 8 o’clock, circle, Mr. IV. Il 3'
Crtotes. medium.—J. I>.. Sec.
was this vetT statement as to Mars and Mercury. To set the
The Spiritualists' International Corresponding Sennrl
marts? right Madame Blavatsky “applied to the Teachers —Infoniiation
and assistance given to inquirers into Spiritiulia jn
Jv ie.'.vr for explanation ami an authoritative version. " Literature on the subject and list of members will lie sente1
The explanation having been received, Madame Blavatsky receipt of stamped envelope by any of the following Intematka a1
printed “rerf-iii’wi extracts” from it in "The Secret Committee America, Mrs. M. R. Palmer. 3101. North 1W ic
Dctnne" (I., 1651. We there read; “Again. both (Mars street. Philadelphia: Australia. Mr.J. Welister. 5. Peckrille-siw ft*
and Mercury) are septenary chains, as independent North. Melbourne : France. P. G. Leymarie, 1. Rue CLikuus.
Paris: Germany. E. Scltlosliaur, 65, Koniggriitzer Strasse. Beni'
of the Earth's sidereal lords and sujieriors as you are inde S.W. ; Holland. F. W. H. Van Straaten, Apeldan. ar
pendent > f the -principles ’ of D.iumling (Tom Thumb)." I’er- Middellaan. 682: India. Mr. T. Hatton. Ahmedahi
!»
*-n.aliy. I attach but little value to this “authoritative letter," New Zealand. Mr. Graham, Huntley, Waikato: Sweden.R
tfa
f--r two re*s ns. In the first place, it contains a statement with Fortenson. Ade. Christiania : England, J. Allen. Hen. Sec.. U
reference to Laplace which could not possibly be true : and in Berkley-terrace, White Post-lane. Manor Park. Essex: " fei
the Mcood place, when this was [Minted out in the “Agnostic C. Robson, French correspondent, 166, Rye Hill, Newcastle- ;,w
eu-Tyne; or, Robert Cooner, 2, Manchester-street, Brighwni '
J.-nmal.' Mr. Mead at once produced a quotation from the —The Manor Park branch will hold the following meetings s' 'Kt I
• ngmal letu-r which dally centradicted the alleged verbatim ex 14. Berkley-terrace. White Post-lane, Manor Park Sundfl. I
tract. My object, however, is to ascertain the position of at 11 a.m., students meeting. The last Sunday in each montt, ,isb
Also
iso on rntuy,
Friday st,
ThvWopLsts in presence of the divergent views expressed in at 7 p.m.. reception to assist inquirers. a
\ the study of Spiritual’ ®H
"Esoteric Buddhwn" and “The Secret Doctrine." Do they. 7.30 p.m., for Spiritualists oi>nly,
tx
»
oi«
.o'.i.I
»•
•
**
m <• «l
«do they mi. hold themselves at liberty to teach as true a And at 1, Winifreil-road. Manor Park. Tuesday, at 7.30 p.*,
meeting to assist inquirers. Also the first Sunday iu uxH1
doctrine which the High Priestess of their faith has expressly month, at 7 p.m.. reception to assist inquirers.—J. A.
declared (on the authority of the Mahatmas) to be false 1
One w. rd on the very interesting article by Mr. Sinnott in
SPIRITUALISM NOT A SHOW.
I .5
“ Black and White," also reviewed in your issue of April 1st.
-------J'1’'
He there very distinctly states that the Atlanteans not only
It is not uncommon for individuals to remark that they cart 4^
established themselves in Egypt but profoundly modified the
not accept Spiritualism, and then to specify certain thitp.ii^
Egyptian character. In “Esoteric Buddhism " (chap, iv.) he
which are incredible to them, often referring to claims
wr.te: “It is a mistake on the part of a recent writer on
statements of occurrences which the more cautious and iunJji
Atlantis to people India and Egypt with the colonies of that
Spiritualists themselves reject or regard as unproven and impwH
continent." Can Mr. Sinnett or his supporters reconcile these
able. If acceptance of Spiritualism involved the adoption 4«l
atatetoeate f
F. W. Read.
the nonsense which is in the popular mind coupled with it. tbta
••I i.iht
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Ir we look into eur own defects, our vices and foibles, we
dal! Is? convinced that the friend we need is not he who will
ev.r.metd us. hut he who will speak freely, and from whose
suggestion. and remonstrances we may derive benefit.—
Put un-h.
The only conclusive evidence of a man's sincerity is that he
gives himself for a principle. Words, money, all things else,
are conqiaratively easy to give away ; but when a man makes a
gift of lus daily life and practice, it is plain that the truth,
whatever it may be, has taken possession of him.—James
R<well Lowell.
"The dying melt into the great multitude of the departed as
quietly as .1 drop of water into the ocean, and, it may be, are
conscious of no unfamiliarity with their new circumstances, but
immediately become aware of an insufferable strangeness in the
world which they have quitted. Death has not taken them
away, but brought them home.1'—Nathaniel Hawthorne.

would indeed bevery few Spiritualists among rationalcleur-hiwta
thinkers, but fortunately Spiritualism does not imply aurihil
of the kind. Most of those public performances which implR
the masses with the greatest effect and produce in their mimW
favourable impression as to Spiritualism, are indeed the
questionable and in fact the most objectionable part U ■
Spiritualistic movement. Most of them are pure triekery.*«l
out any spiritual, [isychical, or occult phenomena whatever. 1
cannot be too often repeated that Spiritualism rests u||v#*
such frail foundation.
lj
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It fortifies my soul to know
That, though ,1 perish, Truth is so;
Tliat howsoe’er I stray and range,
Whatc’er I do, thou dost not change.
I steadier step when I recall
That, if I slip, thou dost not fall.
—A. H. CW««*1
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